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Welcome to the MCSE Training Kit—Designing Microsoft Windows 2000 Network Security. This kit prepares you to analyze an organization's business and technical requirements and design security for a Windows 2000 network. You will learn how to design security for all aspects of Windows 2000, from authentication strategies to Demilitarized Zones to protecting Internet-accessible resources.

This course supports the Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer program.

Most of the chapters in this book are divided into lessons, activities, labs, and reviews. Lessons include discussions of the key design objectives and then provide evaluations of possible decisions to be made within each design objective, and each lesson ends with a lesson summary. The activities and labs are designed to allow you to practice or demonstrate your understanding of the design objectives discussed within a chapter. Each chapter ends with a set of review questions to test your knowledge of the chapter material. Within each chapter a common scenario will be used to illustrate the design decisions you face when designing Windows 2000 security.
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Information Visualization in Data Mining and Knowledge DiscoveryMorgan Kaufmann, 2001

	Mainstream data mining techniques significantly limit the role of human reasoning and insight. Likewise, in data visualization, the role of computational analysis is relatively small. The power demonstrated individually by these approaches to knowledge discovery suggests that somehow uniting the two could lead to increased efficiency and more...
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Professional Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Integration Services (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2008
Professional Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Integration Services
    When SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) was released to the market in SQL Server 2005, it took the Extract Transform Load (ETL) market by storm. Three years later, SQL Server 2008 has introduced an even more mature rendition of SSIS that is focused on improving...
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Object ThinkingMicrosoft Press, 2004
In Object Thinking, esteemed object technologist David West contends  that the mindset makes the programmer—not the tools and techniques. Delving into  the history, philosophy, and even politics of object-oriented programming. West  reveals how the best programmers rely on analysis and conceptualization—on...
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MCTS: Windows Server 2008 Applications Infrastructure Configuration Study Guide: Exam 70-643Sybex, 2008

	Microsoft has recently changed its certification program to contain three primary series: Technology, Professional, and Architect. The Technology Series of certifications is intended to allow candidates to target specific technologies and is the basis for obtaining the Professional Series and Architect Series of certifications. The...
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Managing Online Forums: Everything You Need to Know to Create and Run Successful Community Discussion BoardsAMACOM, 2008
Every day, millions of users log on to their favorite online forums and interact with others to get advice and discuss everything from the latest news and trends to their hobbies to their professions to whatever else strikes their fancy. Administrators have to lead these communities, deal with difficult users, and choose moderators. Legal...
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Japan's Great Stagnation: Financial and Monetary Policy Lessons for Advanced EconomiesMIT Press, 2006
After experiencing spectacular economic growth and industrial development for much of the postwar era, Japan plunged abruptly into recession in the early 1990s and since then has suffered a prolonged period of economic stagnation, from which it is only now emerging. Japan's malaise, marked by recession or weak economic activity, commodity and asset...
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